40-801 KATOWICE, ul. Szadoka 8
tel./fax 32 206 80 20
e-mail: castor@castor.com.pl

Cleaning machine selection questionnaire
Company:
Address:
Postal code / city:
Contact person:
Phone / fax:
Branch:
Type of production:

Are you currenty using any
industrial washing
machine?

What kind?

Type of cleaning medium:

Quantity:

1. How should the parts be after washing process?
cleaned

degreased

blown with compressed air

dried

2. How have the parts been washed so far? (basket dimentions, quantity of baskets per hour, operation times, etc.)

3. What was the result of cleaning?

4. What are the parts made of? Fe-Ms-Al

5. Type, dimentions, and quantity of parts to be washed: (drawings advisable)

6. Do the parts have blind holes where cleaning medium might remain?
Yes

No

7. What are the parts contaminated with:
emulsion

oil

lubrication oil

honing oil

swarf / chips

lapping paste

adhesive substance

dust after grinding

preservative layer
other
Amount of contamination
(g/kg of parts to be cleaned)

or (g/basket)

Degree of dilution of
emulsion (% H2O)
Trade names / oil
manufacturer:

8. What cleaning results should be achieved after cleaning process?

- acceptable amount of
contaminants on the
surface (mg/m2)

- other criteria and
methods of cleanliness
rating:

9. What kind of further treatment will follow the cleaning process?
galvanic treatment

oxidation

phosphatizing

varnish

assembly

dismantling

bonding

sealing

hardening

storage

welding

soldering

other
10. How should the movement of the parts be organized during cleaning process?
roller conveyor

belt conveyor

overhead conveyor

chain conveyor

existing transportation device

manually

11. How will the parts be organized after cleaning process?

12. What capacity should provide a cleaning machine?
- basket dimentions in mm
(L x B x H)

- baskets capacity per
hour

13. Are additional basket movements needed?
rotating

swinging

NOTES:

14. Preferable cleaning methods:
immersion

spraying

forced flow

ultrasonics

other
15. Cleaning machine will be operated:
manually

automatic

16. Should a cleaning machine be equipped with a distillation device?
Yes

No

17. Should a cleaning machine be equipped with an indissoluble contaminations filtration system?
Yes

No

Filter gradation (μm)

Quantity of insoluble
contaminations:

18. What space is available for a cleaning machine? (A x B x C)

19. Where will a cleaning machine be placed?
ground level

underground

higher floor

20. What media are available to supply a cleaning machine with?
electricity (V, Hz)
steam(°C, bar)
hot water: inlet (°C, bar)

outlet: (°C, bar)

compressed air (bar)
tap water

Yes

No

hardness

- basket
brutto
weight (kg)

Additional information:

Date:
Signature:

Place:

